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ABSTRACT 
 
A novel conformational searching scheme is employed to identify low energy structures for 
low-degree polymers of 3-phenyl-1-ureidonitrile, a proposed thin film data storage material. 
Vibrational analysis of the predicted polymer structures is consistent with experimental reports 
and supports the experimentally proposed polymerization mechanism. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, organic thin films have received increasing attention as a potential ultrahigh-
density data storage media [1 - 4]. Thin films have been created that can store in excess of 1013 
bits/cm2 [1], over 1 million times the density of a typical compact disc. Thin film technology has 
the potential to revolutionize data storage, but significant (technical) hurdles remain. Some films 
may not be stable over long periods of time [5,6], while for other films, the erasing process has 
not been demonstrated [1,3,4]. In order to design better films, it would be desirable to carry out 
theoretical modeling of the film material so that refinements in the material could be assisted by 
theoretical calculations. Here we present a physically motivated scheme to identify low energy 
structures of polymeric molecules and employ it to confirm the polymerization mechanism of 3-
phenyl-1-ureidonitrile (PUN).    
 
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 
 
Conformational searching was carried out on the PUN molecule at several levels of 
polymerization. An exhaustive search was conducted on the monomer. A quasi-exhaustive 
search was conducted on the dimer (2-mer), and a novel searching scheme was used to treat the 
remainder of the PUN n-mers up through the 8-mer. The conformational searching was carried 
out with the MM+ Molecular Mechanics method [7]. The final optimized structures were refined 
by re-optimization with the semiempirical AM1 method [7]. All computations were carried out 
with the Hyperchem [7] computational chemistry package.  
 
Monomer Exhaustive Search. 
 
The PUN monomer was subject to an exhaustive search over the three dihedral angles 
denoted I, II and III in Figure 1. These three dihedral angles encompass the three single bonds in 
the molecule about which there is relatively free rotation.  
All three dihedral angles (see Figure 1) were iterated in 30° steps from –180° to 180° (13 
steps). This yielded 133  (2197) trial starting structures. For each structure, a geometry 
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optimization was performed using the MM+ method [7]. A Tool Command Language (TCL) 
script was written to automate the search through the Hyperchem -TCL interface.  
 
Figure 1. Structure of 3-phenyl-1-ureidonitrile. 
 
The exhaustive search yielded two stable conformers (local minima) of the PUN monomer. 
These conformers were subsequently re-optimized at the AM1 [7] level. A normal mode 
vibrational analysis on the optimized molecules found 3N-6 positive, real vibrational 
frequencies, confirming that a local minimum in the potential energy surface has been located.  
 
Dimer Quasi-Exhaustive Search 
 
When examining search techniques, it was discovered that performing an exhaustive search 
on the dimer would be computationally infeasible. There are, at a minimum, 6 dihedral angles to 
iterate over, which would yield a total of 136, or 4826809 trial structures. Instead, a modification 
of the exhaustive search was employed. 
The PUN dimer (see Figure 2) was constructed from two monomer units according to the 
polymerization mechanism proposed by Ma. et al [4]. In this mechanism the C≡N (nitrile) bond 
of the monomer has changed to a double bond to facilitate bonding to the second monomer unit. 
 
 
 Figure 2. Structure of the dimer of 3-phenyl-1-ureidonitrile. 
 
A quasi-exhaustive search was performed on the dimer. We define five levels of bonds, (L1-
L5 in Figure 2).  Each level (L#) contains a dihedral angle set. Several exhaustive searches are 
carried out for each set, using as starting structures, the 3N lowest energy conformations 
Dihedral Angle I:  5, 6, 7, 8 
 
Dihedral Angle II:  6, 7, 8, 9 
 
Dihedral Angle III:  7, 8, 9, 11 
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identified from the previous level search, where N is the number of lower level searches. The 
iteration steps are the same as for the exhaustive search; 30° steps, from -180° to 180°.  
Step 1: A conformational search is performed on the L1 level only. There are 13 starting 
structures. For each structure, a geometry optimization is performed. The three lowest energy 
optimized structures are saved and are used as inputs to the next step. 
Step 2: A search is performed for L2 on all three inputs from Step 1, with both dihedral 
angles searched from –180 to 180 degrees, in 30° steps. This yields 169 starting trial structures 
per input structure. Once again, each trial structure is optimized and the three lowest energy 
optimized structures are retained for use as inputs to Step 3.  
Step 3: A search is performed on the 9 structures from Step 2. Each structure is subject to an 
exhaustive search about the L3 set of dihedral angles. After optimization, the three lowest energy 
optimized structures from each input are passed to Step 4.  
Step 4: A search is performed on the 27 structures from Step 3. Each structure is subject to an 
exhaustive search about the L4 set of dihedral angles. After optimization, the three lowest energy 
optimized structures from each input are passed to Step 5 as input.  
Step 5: An exhaustive search is performed about the dihedral angle set L5. The steps are the 
same as in Steps 2-4. At the end of this step, there are 243 structures.  
From the 243 structures produced in step 5, there were 5 unique conformers. Of the five, the 
lowest energy conformer was selected and it was optimized with the AM1 [7] Hamiltonian. A 
vibrational analysis was then performed on this optimized dimer structure. Once again, 3N-6 
positive, real frequencies were obtained, confirming that it is a (local) minimum energy structure.   
Both the experimentally obtained [4] and computationally predicted C-N stretching 
frequencies for the PUN monomer and polymer film are shown in Table 1. (Computed IR 
frequencies scaled by the usual x0.895.) The downward shift in the vibrational frequency is a 
signature that the C≡N triple bond has opened up to form a C=N double bond, leaving free 
valence electrons to bond to the next polymer unit.  
Table 1. Experimental and computed IR absorption frequencies for the C-N stretch. 
 Expt. (cm-1) Theo. (cm-1) 
Monomer (C≡N) 2200 2262 
Polymer (C=N) 1620 1680 
 
By animation of the computed normal mode vibrational motions, the predicted absorption 
band corresponding to the C-N stretching mode has been identified. The experimental and 
theoretical frequencies are in close agreement. This confirms the polymerization mechanism of 
Ma. et al [4]. PUN polymerizes via the opening of the nitrile bond.  
 
Conformational Searching Techniques 
 
From the conformational searches conducted on the monomer and dimer, it becomes 
apparent that these techniques cannot readily be applied to larger molecules. In considering the 
PUN trimer, even a quasi-exhaustive search is no longer feasible. Each level in the trimer has 3 
dihedral angles to be iterated over. This yields 2197 structures per level, and saving the three 
lowest at each stage would become cumbersome. Extension to the tetramer would be prohibitive.  
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A New Technique 
 
All previous optimization techniques revolve around optimizing the entire molecule. The 
molecule is first constructed and then optimized. If the molecule is constructed piece by piece, 
and each piece optimized after being attached, the conformational searching is reduced. This 
approach is designed to mimic nature. In fact, the molecules don’t appear in their finial form, 
they self-assemble piece-by-piece, and self-optimize throughout the process.   
In order to optimize the polymer as it is constructed, the construction sequence must first be 
known. To determine this sequence, it is necessary to examine all the reactions that could occur. 
Table 2 details some of the reactions that might occur. 
Table 2. Formation Equations. Mn is n-unit species. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
A monomer could combine with a monomer to create a dimer, a monomer could also 
combine with a dimer to form a trimer and so on. All species that can form in three reactions or 
less were considered. This places a limit on the maximum length of the polymer; an 8-mer can 
combine with an 8-mer to form a 16-mer.  
Rate equations were set up to describe the change in concentration of each n-mer with time. 
For example, the rate equations for the monomer (M1) and dimer (M2) are: 
 
∂M1/∂t  =  -k[M1][M1] -k[M1][M4] - k[M1][M3]  -k[M1][M4] - k[M1][M5]   (1) 
     - k[M1][M6] -k[M1][M7] - k[M1][M8]  
 
∂M2/∂t  = +k[M1][M1] -k[M1][M2]  -k[M2][M2] -k[M2][M3] -k[M2][M4]   (2)  
     -k[M2][M5] -k[M2][M6] -k[M2][M7] -k[M2][M8] 
 
Equations for the other n-mers are set up in a similar fashion. It should be noted that the 
concentration of the monomer (M1) is 1 at t=0 and all the rest of the species have 0 concentration 
at t=0. Also, the rate constants are taken to be equal since all of the reactions are chemically 
essentially the same. These equations were solved using the 4th order Runge-Kutta numerical 
algorithm implemented in C++. Solving the differential equations yields the concentration of 
each species versus time. (See Figure 3.) 
 
 
 M2 + M8 → M10 M1 + M8 →M9 
 … … 
 M2 + M4 →M6 M1 + M3 → M4 
MM + MN → MM+N M2 + M3 → M5 M1 + M2 →M3 
General Equation M2 + M2 → M4 M1 + M1 → M2 
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Figure 3. Computed n-mer concentrations versus time. 
 
Given that the concentration of the n-mers has been determined, it remains to compute the 
combination probabilities. How likely it is for a monomer to combine with another monomer, or 
a dimer, a trimer etc? These probabilities determine the most likely sequence by which the 
polymer self assembles. The probability of any one species combining with any other species 
may be found by calculating the following integral, ∫Mm×Mn dt. The integrand is integrated over 
all time, (Numerically, convergence is reached if the integral is carried out from t=0 to t=10000.) 
For the monomer, the reaction probabilities are:  
Table 3. Integral Probabilities. 
 
Examining these probabilities, one sees that a monomer is most likely to combine with 
another monomer. The probability of this reaction is 44%, while the probability of a monomer 
combining with a dimer is only 22%. The others are even less. This seems plausible, as there is a 
high concentration of both monomer for small t, it is most likely that a monomer will continue to 
add on through the early stages of the polymer formation.  
Next, the probability of a dimer combining with all other n-mers, from monomers to 8-mers 
is computed. This yields the next species. This is continued until the 8-mer is reached. 
Eventually, one obtains the construction scheme in Table 4: 
Table 4. Most probable construction order for a polymer of PUN. 
M1 + M1 → M2 M2 + M1 →M3 M3 + M1 →M4 
M4 + M1 →M5 M5 + M1 →M6 M6 + M2 →M8 
∫M1×M1 dt = 0.44 ∫M1×M2 dt  = 0.22 ∫M1×M3 dt = 0.072 ∫M1×M4 dt = 0.058 
∫M1×M5 dt = 0.026 ∫M1×M6 dt = 0.021 ∫M1×M7 dt = 0.013 ∫M1×M8 dt = 0.013 
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 After determining the construction sequence, the molecule itself is built and optimized 
piecemeal. Starting with the AM1 optimized monomer, the dimer can be constructed by breaking 
the nitrile bond and adding the second monomer. An exhaustive conformational search (30° 
steps, from -180° to 180°) is then undertaken on the molecule, however it is only conducted 
about the bonds joining the new piece. No matter how many pieces are added, no matter how 
long the polymer is, there are only two bonds that need to be searched at each step. The lowest 
energy structure can then be used for the next step. This assumes that the rest of the molecule has 
already been optimized and is unlikely to change appreciably with the addition of another piece.  
The above building scheme is continued until the desired length is achieved. Again the predicted 
C-N stretching frequencies are in good agreement with the spectroscopic data.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Finding conformations of large polymer species is impractical with conventional 
conformational searching techniques. A new technique that overcomes the key limitations of the 
conventional methods has been proposed and applied to study the polymerization of 3-phenyl-1-
ureidonitrile. The computed structures are in good agreement with experimental data and 
confirm the mechanism of polymerization proposed by Ma et al [4]. 
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